Unwinding the molecular basis of the Werner syndrome.
Werner syndrome (WS) is an autosomal recessive disease manifested by the premature onset of age-related phenotypes, including diseases such as atherosclerosis and cancer. This mimicry of normal aging with the possible exception of central nervous system manifestations has made it a focus of recent molecular studies on the pathophysiology of aging. In culture, cells obtained from patients with WS are genetically unstable, characterized by an increased frequency of nonclonal translocations and extensive DNA deletions. The WS gene product (WRN) is a DNA helicase belonging to the RecQ family, but is unique within this family in that it also contains an exonuclease activity. In addition to unwinding double-stranded DNA, WRN helicase is able to resolve aberrant DNA structures such as G4 tetraplexes, triplexes and 4-way junctions. Concordant with this structure-specificity, WRN exonuclease preferentially hydrolyzes alternative DNA that contains bubbles, extra-helical loops, 3-way junctions or 4-way junctions. WRN has been shown to bind to and/or functionally interact with other proteins, including replication protein A (RPA), proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), DNA topoisomerase I, Ku 86/70, DNA polymerase delta and p53. Each of these interacting proteins is involved in DNA transactions including those that resolve alternative DNA structures or repair DNA damage. The biochemical activities of WRN and the functions of WRN associated proteins suggest that in vivo WRN resolves DNA topological or structural aberrations that either occur during DNA metabolic processes such as recombination, replication and repair, or are the outcome of DNA damage.